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Abstract
The vanishing of the cross section for particular points in phase space –
radiation zeros – is examined for the process qq¯ → W+W−γ at high energy.
Unlike the process qq¯ ′ →W±γ, actual zeros only occur in the soft-photon limit.
However, for photon energies that are not too large, the cross section does exhibit
deep dips in regions of phase space corresponding to the position of the actual
zeros. We show that in these regions the sensitivity to possible anomalous quartic
couplings is very large.
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1 Introduction
In certain high–energy scattering processes involving charged particles and the emission
of one or more photons, the scattering amplitude vanishes for particular configurations
of the final–state particles. Such configurations are known as radiation zeros or null
zones. The study of these radiation zeros (RAZ) dates back to the late 1970s [1], where
they were identified in the process qq¯′ → Wγ as points in phase-space for which the
total cross section vanishes.
Today [2] it is understood that the zeros are due to a cancellation which can be
regarded as a destructive interference of radiation patterns induced by the charge of
the participating particles. The fact that gauge symmetry is a vital ingredient for the
cancellation to occur means that radiation zeros can be used to probe physics beyond
the standard model. For example, ‘anomalous’ electroweak gauge boson couplings de-
stroy the delicate cancellations necessary for a zero to occur.
In recent years there have been many studies exploring the phenomenological as-
pects of radiation zeros, see for example Ref. [2] and references therein. Experimental
evidence for the zeros predicted in [1] has also been found at the Fermilab Tevatron
pp¯ collider [3].
As already mentioned, the classic process for radiation zeros in high-energy hadron-
hadron collisions is qq¯′ → Wγ, where the zero occurs in a ‘visible’ region of phase
space, i.e. away from the phase-space boundaries. It is natural to extend the analy-
sis to more complicated processes involving multiple gauge boson production. At the
upgraded Tevatron pp¯ and LHC pp colliders, the rates for such events can be quite large.
In this paper we study in detail the qq¯ →WWγ process, and identify the circum-
stances under which radiation zeros occur. Unlike the Wγ process, it is not possible
to write down a simple analytic expression for the matrix element squared. However,
making use of the soft-photon approximation does allow the zeros to be identified ana-
lytically, and a numerical calculation of the full matrix element confirms that although
the actual zeros disappear for non-zero photon energies, deep dips do persist for all rel-
evant photon energies. The dips result from delicate cancellations between the various
standard model photon emission diagrams, and are ‘filled in’ by contributions from
non-standard gauge boson couplings. We illustrate this explicitly using anomalous
quartic couplings.
The paper is organised as follows. In the following section we review the ‘classic’
radiation-zero process, qq¯′ → Wγ. In Section 3 we extend the analysis to W+W−γ
production, first using analytic methods in the soft-photon limit. We carefully distin-
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guish between photons emitted in the W+W− production process and those emitted
in the W → f f¯ decay process. We then extend the analysis to non-soft photons using
a numerical calculation of the exact matrix element. In Section 4 we show how anoma-
lous quartic couplings ‘fill in’ the dips caused by the radiation zeros. Finally, Section 5
presents our summary and conclusions.
2 Radiation Zeros in Wγ Production
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Figure 1: Diagrams contributing to the process qq¯ ′ →W+γ.
The classic scattering process which exhibits a radiation zero is qq¯ ′ → W+γ. The
amplitude for this can be calculated analytically — there are three Feynman diagrams,
shown in Fig. 1.
With momenta labelled as
q(p1) + q¯
′(p2) → W+(k+) + γ(k)
W+(k+) → νl(r3) + l+(r4) , (1)
the matrix element is
M = −ieg√
2 p2 · k C {t(r3, p2) s(k, p1) [s(p1, r4) t(p1, p2) + s(k, r4) t(p2, k)]}
C = 1
p2 −M2W
+
Qq
(p1 − k)2 , (2)
where p = p1 + p2 = k
+ + k. Here we have used the spinor technique of Ref. [4],
with photon polarisation vector1 ǫ ∗+µ(k) = (1/
√
4 p2 · k) u¯+(k)γµu+(p2). The spinor
products are defined by
s(pi, pj) = u¯+(pi)u−(pj), t(pi, pj) = u¯−(pi)u+(pj) , (3)
1The expression in Eq. (2) actually corresponds to a positive helicity photon. For a negative
helicity photon, a similar expression is obtained. Both amplitudes exhibit the same radiation zero.
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and all fermion masses are set to zero.
The cross section σ ∼ |M|2 therefore vanishes when C = 0, i.e.
1
p2 −M2W
=
Qq
2 p1 · k . (4)
We next introduce the momentum four-vectors
p µ1 = (E, 0, 0, E)
p µ2 = (E, 0, 0,−E)
k µ+ =
(
4E2 +M2W
4E
,
4E2 −M2W
4E
sin Θ , 0 ,
4E2 −M2W
4E
cos Θ
)
kµ =
(
4E2 −M2W
4E
,−4E
2 −M2W
4E
sin Θ , 0 , −4E
2 −M2W
4E
cos Θ
)
,
(5)
where Θ is the angle between the incoming quark and theW+, θγ = Θ+π, and E is the
beam energy of the scattering particles. Substituting into Eq. (4) gives the condition
for a radiation zero [1]:
cos Θ = −1 + 2Qq . (6)
In other words, the cross section vanishes when the photon is produced at an angle2
cos θγ
RAZ = 1− 2Qq = −1
3
for q = u . (7)
The angle θγ for which the cross section vanishes is independent of the photon
energy, in particular it is unchanged in the soft-photon limit, kµ → 0, which is realised
as the beam energy decreases to its threshold value, 2E → MW . In this limit we
can use the eikonal approximation to locate the position of the zero. Since for more
complicated processes we may only be able to obtain an analytic expression in this
approximation, it is worth repeating the above calculation in the soft-photon limit to
check that we do indeed obtain the same result.
We start from the matrix element for the process qq¯′ →W+:
iM0 = u¯−(p2)
(
i
g√
2
)
γν u−(p1) ǫ
∗
ν(k+) . (8)
2A similar condition holds for the process qq¯ ′ →W−γ: cos θγ RAZ = 1 + 2Qq = 13 , for q = d.
3
In the soft-photon limit one can neglect the momentum k in the numerators of the
internal fermion propagators, in theWWγ vertex, and in the overall energy-momentum
conservation constraint (i.e. p = k+ = p1 + p2), which leads to
M = (−e)M0 ǫ∗µ(k) jµ (9)
where the eikonal factor jµ is given by
jµ = Qq
p µ1
p1 · k + (1−Qq)
p µ2
p2 · k −
k µ+
k+ · k . (10)
The three terms in jµ come from the u−, t− and s−channel diagrams respectively or,
equivalently, a soft photon radiated off the incoming quark, incoming antiquark, and
outgoing W+. Note that gauge invariance implies kµ · jµ = 0.
Radiation zeros are now obtained for ǫ∗(k) · j = 0. Choosing
kµ = Eγ (1, sin θγ , 0, cos θγ)
ǫµ1 = (0, 0, 1, 0)
ǫµ2 = (0,− cos θγ , 0, sin θγ) (11)
gives
ǫ∗(k) · j = −Qq sin θγ
1− cos θγ + (1−Qq)
sin θγ
1 + cos θγ
= 0 , (12)
or equivalently
cos θγ
RAZ = 1− 2Qq . (13)
This is exactly the same condition as Eq. (7), as expected.
3 Radiation Zeros in W+W−γ Production
In this section we extend the analysis to investigate radiation zeros in the process
qq¯ → W+W−γ → f1f¯2f3f¯4γ. The contributing Feynman diagrams are shown in
Fig. 2. Note that both γ and Z exchange are included in the s−channel diagrams.
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Figure 2: Feynman diagrams for the process qq¯ →W+W−γ → f1f¯2f3f¯4γ.
We first calculate the matrix element in the soft-photon approximation. Once
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again the matrix element can be factorized:
M = (−e)M0 ǫ∗µ(k) jµ (14)
where M0 is the (qq¯ → W+W−) matrix element without photon radiation, and the
eikonal current is
jµ =
(
Q3
r µ3
r3 · k + (1−Q3)
r µ4
r4 · k −
k µ+
k+ · k
)
k2+ −M 2
(k+ + k)2 −M 2
−
(
Q1
r µ1
r1 · k + (1−Q1)
r µ2
r2 · k −
k µ−
k− · k
)
k2− −M 2
(k− + k)2 −M2
+
(
−Qq p
µ
1
p1 · k − Qq¯
p µ2
p2 · k +
k µ+
k+ · k −
k µ−
k− · k
)
= D+µ − D−µ + P µ (15)
with Qi = |Qi| > 0, Qq¯ = −Qq, ri the momenta of the final-state fi fermions and
M = MW − iΓW/2. This result is appropriate for both right-handed and left-handed
quark scattering, althoughM0 is of course different in the two cases.
In deriving Eq. (15) we have made use of the partial fraction
1
k2± −M 2
1
(k± + k)2 −M 2
=
1
2 k± · k
 1
k2± −M 2
− 1
(k± + k)2 −M2
 (16)
to split the contributions involving photon emission from the final-state W bosons into
two pieces corresponding to photon emission before and after the boson goes on mass
shell [5]. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Partial fractioning of photon emission off a final-state W boson.
To obtain the cross section one has to integrate over the virtual momenta k±:
σ ∼
∫
dk2+ dk
2
−
∑ |M|2 ≃ ( π
MW ΓW
)2 ∑ |M˜0|2 e2F (17)
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with
M0 = M˜0 1
k2+ −M 2
1
k2− −M 2
F ≡
(
MW ΓW
π
)2 ∫
dk2+ dk
2
− (−j · j∗)
1
|k2+ −M 2|2
1
|k2− −M 2|2
. (18)
Performing the k2± integrals by completing the contours in an appropriate half plane
and using Cauchy’s theorem eventually leads to
F = |P |2 + |D+|2 + |D−|2 − 2Re [D+D−∗] + 2Re [P (D+∗ −D−∗)] , (19)
with
|P |2 = Q2q p̂1p1 +Q2q¯ p̂2p2 + ̂k+k+ + ̂k−k− + 2QqQq¯ p̂1p2
−2Qq p̂1k+ + 2Qq¯ p̂2k− + 2Qq p̂1k− − 2Qq¯ p̂2k+ − 2 ̂k+k−
|D+|2 = Q23 r̂3r3 + (1−Q3)2 r̂4r4 + ̂k+k+ + 2Q3(1−Q3) r̂3r4
−2Q3 r̂3k+ − 2 (1−Q3) r̂4k+
|D−|2 = Q21 r̂1r1 + (1−Q1)2 r̂2r2 + ̂k−k− + 2Q1(1−Q1) r̂1r2
−2Q1 r̂1k− − 2 (1−Q1) r̂2k−
2Re [D+D−∗] = −2χ+−
(
Q1Q3 r̂1r3 +Q1(1−Q3) r̂1r4 −Q1 r̂1k+
+(1−Q1)Q3 r̂2r3 + (1−Q1)(1−Q3) r̂2r4
− (1−Q1) r̂2k+ −Q3 r̂3k− − (1−Q3) r̂4k− + ̂k+k−)
2Re [P (D+∗ −D−∗)] = 2χ+
(
−QqQ3 r̂3p1 −Qq¯Q3 r̂3p2 + ̂k+k− +Q3 r̂3k+ −Q3 r̂3k−
−(1−Q3)Qq r̂4p1 − (1−Q3)Qq¯ r̂4p2 − ̂k+k+
+ (1−Q3) r̂4k+ − (1−Q3) r̂4k− +Qq k̂+p1 +Qq¯ k̂+p2
)
−2χ−
(
−Q1Qq r̂1p1 −Q1Qq¯ r̂1p2 +Q1 r̂1k+ + ̂k−k− −Q1 r̂1k−
−(1−Q1)Qq r̂2p1 − (1−Q1)Qq¯ r̂2p2 + (1−Q1) r̂2k+
− (1−Q1) r̂2k− +Qq k̂−p1 +Qq¯ k̂−p2 − ̂k−k+) .
(20)
The ‘antennae’ appearing in this expression are defined by
p̂1p2 =
p1 · p2
p1 · k p2 · k (21)
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and the profile functions [5] by
χ+− =
[(k · k+) (k · k−) + (ΓWMW )2] (ΓWMW )2
[(k · k+)2 + (ΓWMW )2] [(k · k−)2 + (ΓWMW )2]
χ+ =
(ΓWMW )
2
(k · k+)2 + (ΓWMW )2
χ− =
(ΓWMW )
2
(k · k−)2 + (ΓWMW )2 .
(22)
This result agrees with that given in Ref. [6], where the distribution of soft radiation
accompanying W+W− production in e+e− annihilation was studied.
The profile functions have two important limits that have to be distinguished
carefully.
(a) Eγ ≪ ΓW ≪ 1
The photon is far softer than the W is off mass shell, which leads to χ+− = χ− =
χ+ = 1. The timescale for photon emission is much longer than the W lifetime, and so
the photon ‘sees’ only the external fermions. The whole current contributes and rather
than solving F = 0 to find radiation zeros we can determine the values of kµ for which
ǫ∗(k) · j = 0 . (23)
To simplify the calculation slightly we consider only leptonic decays of the W s3. The
eikonal current then reduces to4
jµ =
rµ3
r3 · k −
rµ1
r1 · k −Qq
(
pµ1
p1 · k −
pµ2
p2 · k
)
. (24)
Here, r3 is the four-momentum of the outgoing lepton with charge +1 and r1 is the four-
momentum of the outgoing lepton with charge −1. It turns out that the only solutions
of ǫ∗(k) · j = 0 occur when the scattering is planar, i.e. all incoming and outgoing
three-momenta lie in the same plane.5 If, as in Eq. (11), we take one polarisation
vector ǫ∗1 perpendicular to this plane, and the other ǫ
∗
2 in the plane and orthogonal to
the photon three-momentum, then ǫ∗1(k) · j = 0 is trivially satisfied and ǫ∗2(k) · j = 0
3The hadronic W decay case, W → qq¯′ simply introduces a few extra terms, but the results are
qualitatively unchanged.
4Note that in the soft limit the ratio of propagators in Eq. (15) is
k2±−M
2
(k±+k)2−M
2 → 1.
5The planarity condition gives rise to the so-called Type II zeros discovered recently [7].
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leads to an implicit equation for the photon production angle θγ which corresponds to
a radiation zero:
cot
θ1γ
2
− cot θ3γ
2
−Qq
(
cot
θγ
2
+ tan
θγ
2
)
= 0 , (25)
with θ1γ = θ1− θγ and θ3γ = θ3− θγ and where the lepton four-momentum vectors are
rµ1 = E1(1, sin θ1, 0, cos θ1)
rµ3 = E3(1, sin θ3, 0, cos θ3) . (26)
Depending on the values of θ1 and θ3, Eq. (25) has either two solutions ( θ1 > θ3 > π
or θ1 < θ3 < π) or no solutions
6. This is illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively.
The radiation pattern given by Eq. (25) is plotted as a function of θγ for ‘typical’ values
of the lepton production angles, chosen such that the zeros (in the former case) are
clearly visible.
Figure 4: The radiation pattern of Eq. (25). Two (a) or no (b) radiation zeros are
visible.
The generalisation to the case of arbitrary W decays is straightforward. Thus for
W− → f1(r1, Q1) + f¯2(r2, Q2 = 1−Q1)
W+ → f3(r3, Q3) + f¯4(r4, Q4 = 1−Q3) , (27)
6One solution if either θ1 = pi or θ3 = pi.
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Eq. (25) becomes
−2Qq 1
sin θγ
+Q1
sin θ1γ
1− cos θ1γ − (1−Q1)
sin θ2γ
1 + cos θ2γ
−Q3 sin θ3γ
1− cos θ3γ + (1−Q3)
sin θ4γ
1 + cos θ4γ
= 0. (28)
There are now either 4, 2 or 0 radiation zeros, depending on the relative orientation in
the plane of the initial- and final-state particles.
(b) ΓW ≪ Eγ ≪ 1
When the photon is far harder in energy than the W is off mass shell (but still soft
compared to the W masses and energies), the timescale for photon emission is much
shorter than the W lifetime. As far as the photon is concerned, the overall process
separates into ‘W production’ and ‘W decay’ pieces, with no interference between
them. Formally, in this limit the profile functions are χ+− = χ− = χ+ = 0. Therefore
all the interference terms in Eq. (20) vanish, and to find zeros one has to solve
F = |P |2 + |D+|2 + |D−|2 = 0 . (29)
Since each of these quantities is positive definite they have to vanish separately:
|P |2 = 0 RAZ of qq¯ → WWγ
|D+|2 = 0 RAZ of W+ → f3f¯4γ
|D−|2 = 0 RAZ of W− → f1f¯2γ . (30)
Fortunately, the zeros of each are well-separated in phase space in regions that can be
isolated experimentally. Thus in practice an energetic photon can be classified as a
‘production’ or a ‘decay’ photon depending on whether it reconstructs to an invariant
mass MW when combined with the W fermion decay products. Provided Eγ ≫ ΓW
this classification is in principle unambiguous. The radiation zeros for W± → f f¯ ′γ
decay have been known for some time, and in fact are directly analogous to those for
qq¯ ′ → W±γ discussed in the previous section.
We therefore restrict our attention to the zeros of qq¯ →W+W−γ, given by |P |2 = 0,
where the W s are now considered on-shell stable particles. It is straightforward to
derive the expression for the current in this case (cf. Eq. (15)):
jµ = − k
µ
−
k− · k +
kµ+
k+ · k −Qq
(
pµ1
p1 · k −
pµ2
p2 · k
)
. (31)
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Then solving ǫ∗(k) · j = 0 leads to
tan θγ =
−β sin Θ− 2Qqβ2 cosΘ sinΘ±
√
β2 sin2Θ+ 4Qq(β2 − 1) (Qq + β cosΘ)
2 (−β cosΘ−Qq +Qq β2 sin2Θ)
(32)
where β = (1−M2W/E2)
1
2 < 1 is the velocity of theW , Θ is the angle between theW−
and the incoming quark, and E is the beam energy. Note that again these results cor-
respond to all incoming and outgoing particles lying in the same plane. One interesting
feature of this result is that there is now a certain minimum beam energy, for a given
Θ and Qq, which is required to set up the environment for radiation zeros (the square
root in Eq. (32) has to be positive). For example, for Θ = π/2 the critical energy is
Ecrit. = MW (1 + 4Q
2
q)
1
2 . For energies E > Ecrit. four radiation zeros are present (due
to the ± and the periodicity of tan). For E = Ecrit. there are only two radiation zeros
(the square root vanishes) and there are none for E < Ecrit.. Note that for β = 1 the
W s can be regarded as massless particles and, as in the case (a) above, two zeros are
present7. But in practice β < 1 and this gives rise to two additional zeros located close
to the directions of the W s.
3.1 The general case
In the previous section we have found radiation zeros in the soft-photon approximation.
In order to extend these results to arbitrary photon energies we have to consider the full
matrix element, i.e. the sum of all the diagrams in Fig. 2. Since we are interested now
in the case when ΓW ≪ Eγ , we can again make use of the partial fraction technique
to factorise the full matrix element into production and decay parts, exactly as in
Eqs. (29) and (30). As in the previous section we focus on the WWγ production
process:
d σ =
1
2s
dΦ3 dΦ
+
2 dΦ
−
2 | M1 +M2 +M3 +M4 +M9
+M10 +M11 +M12 +M13 +M18 |2 (33)
where the subscript refers to the diagrams of Fig. 2.8 The final-state fermion parts of
these diagrams are integrated over the two-body phase spaces to give two branching
ratio (W → f f¯) factors. The photon can be emitted off either the two initial-state
quarks, the two final-stateW ’s, the internal lines (W ’s as well as the t−channel quark)
or from the four boson vertex.
7tan θγ =
Qq sinΘ
1+Qq cosΘ
.
8Note that only the first part of the partial fraction Eq. (16) is to be taken for M3,M4,M12 and
M13.
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We next have to specify the three-body phase space configuration. To simplify the
kinematics we choose to fix the direction of theW− by Θ, and the energy and the angle
of the photon by Eγ and θγ respectively. An overall azimuthal angle is disregarded
and, more importantly, the incoming and outgoing particles are required to lie in a
plane, defined by Φ = φγ = 0
◦.9 Given the initial quark momenta p1, p2, the W
+
four-momentum is then constrained by energy-momentum conservation:
pµ1 = E(1, 0, 0, 1)
pµ2 = E(1, 0, 0,−1)
kµ = Eγ(1, sin θγ, 0, cos θγ)
kµ− = (EW ,
√
E2W −M2W sin Θ, 0,
√
E2W −M2W cos Θ)
kµ+ = (2E − Eγ −EW ,−(Eγ sin θγ +
√
E2W −M2W sin Θ), 0,
−(Eγ cos θγ +
√
E2W −M2W cos Θ)) (34)
where EW is determined by the constraint k
2
+ = M
2
W and is given by
EW =
{
−2EE2γ − 4E3 + 6E2Eγ +
[
E2γ cos
2(θγ −Θ)
(
−8E3Eγ + 4E2E2γ
+M2WE
2
γ cos
2(θγ −Θ) + 4E4 − 4E2M2W + 4EEγM2W − E2γM2W
)] 1
2
}
/
[
E2γ cos
2(θγ −Θ)− 4E2 + 4EEγ −E2γ
]
. (35)
In terms of these variables the three-body phase space integration is
dΦ3(k+, k−, k) =
EWEγ
4(2π)5
d cosΘ dΦ dEγ d cos θγ dφγ∣∣∣∣−4E + 2Eγ − 2EWEγ cos(θγ −Θ)/√E2W −M2W ∣∣∣∣2 . (36)
We first consider the differential cross section as a function of θγ , with all other
variables kept fixed. For input parameters we take [8]
MW = 80.41 GeV, MZ = 91.187 GeV , e
2 = 4π/137.035,
g = e/sin θw , sin
2 θw = 0.23 ,
(37)
and in the following plots we also fix, for sake of illustration,
Qq =
2
3
, E = 500 GeV , Θ =
2π
3
. (38)
Fig. 5 shows the θγ dependence of the differential uu¯→W+W−γ cross section, for
a selection of photon energies Eγ
10. It is immediately apparent that an actual zero of
9We show later that there are no radiation zeros for non-planar configurations.
10Strictly, in order to separate out theWWγ process in the first place we have to assume Eγ ≫ ΓW .
However, to investigate the disappearance of the zero it is convenient to formally consider all Eγ values
down to zero.
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the cross section is only achieved in the limit Eγ → 0. Increasing the photon energy
gradually ‘fills in’ the dip. The reason is that for non-soft photons additional diagrams
(9 and 18 in Fig. 2) contribute and these give rise to a non-zero cross section at the
positions of the zeros.11 The points at the bottom of the dips in Fig. 5 are actually the
minimum values of the corresponding cross sections12. In fact it can be shown that for
Eγ not too large, σmin ∝ Eγ . At high photon energies the dips disappear altogether
and the cross section assumes a different shape.
Figure 5: Differential cross section for the process uu¯→W+W−γ.
Note that the ‘zeros’/ dips both lie in the angular region between the outgoingW−
11This is in contrast to the process eq → eqγ studied in Ref. [7] where all diagrams contribute in
the soft-photon limit, and where the radiation zeros persist for Eγ 6= 0.
12The angles at which the minima occur are very close to the RAZ angle in the soft-photon limit,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.
13
and the incoming u, and by symmetry between the outgoing W+ and the incoming u¯.
Further note that for a given Eγ , σmin differs by a factor ∼ 100 due to the asymmetric
(with respect to the photon emission angle) contribution from diagram 18.
To confirm that we do indeed have a Type II (planar configuration) radiation zero,
we next recalculate the cos θγ distribution for φγ 6= 0◦. We choose a small non-zero
photon energy Eγ = 10
−5 GeV such that the dip is clearly visible for φγ = 0
◦. The
results are shown in Fig. 613. For φγ well away from zero, there is no hint of a dip in
the cross section.
Figure 6: Same as Fig. 5 for Eγ = 10
−5 GeV and various φγ.
The results displayed in the above figures correspond to u u¯ scattering. Similar
results are obtained for d d¯ and e+ e− scattering, i.e. exact Type II zeros are only
13Note the different scale compared to Fig. 5.
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found in the soft-photon limit where they are given by Eq. (32). The position of the
zeros depends on the incoming fermions’ electric charge, and on the scattering angles
and velocities of the W bosons. For non-soft photons the dips are filled in, but still
remain clearly visible for photon energies up to O(10 GeV).
4 Anomalous gauge boson couplings
As discussed in the Introduction, the existence of radiation zeros is in general de-
stroyed by the presence of anomalous gauge boson couplings. Two categories of such
couplings are usually considered — trilinear and quartic gauge boson couplings — and
each probes different aspects of the weak interactions. The trilinear couplings directly
test the non-Abelian gauge structure, and possible deviations from the SM forms have
been extensively studied in the literature, see for example [9] and references therein.
Experimental bounds have also been obtained [10]. In contrast, the quartic couplings
can be regarded as a more direct window on electroweak symmetry breaking, in partic-
ular to the scalar sector of the theory (see for example [11]) or, more generally, on new
physics which couples to electroweak bosons. In this respect it is quite possible that
the quartic couplings deviate from their SM values while the triple gauge vertices do
not. For example, if the mechanism for electroweak symmetry breaking does not reveal
itself through the discovery of new particles such as the Higgs boson, supersymmetric
particles or technipions, it is possible that anomalous quartic couplings could provide
the first evidence of new physics in this sector of the electroweak theory [11].
The impact of anomalous trilinear couplings on the radiation zeros in the qq¯′ →Wγ
process was considered in Ref. [12]. As expected, the zeros are removed for non-zero
values of the anomalous parameters. Such couplings would also affect the zeros in
the WWγ case. However there are already quite stringent limits on these trilinear
couplings from the Tevatron pp¯ → WγX [13] and LEP2 e+e− → W+W− processes
[10]. We therefore neglect them here and concentrate on genuine anomalous quartic
couplings, for which no limits exist at present. The WWγ process is in fact the sim-
plest one which is sensitive to quartic couplings. It is natural therefore to consider
the implications of anomalous quartic couplings on the radiation zeros discussed in the
previous section.
The lowest dimension operators which lead to genuine quartic couplings where at
least one photon is involved are of dimension 6 [14]. First, we have the neutral and
charged Lagrangians, both giving anomalous contributions to the V V γγ vertex, with
V V either being W+W− or Z0Z0.
L0 = − e
2
16Λ2
a0 F
µν Fµν
−→
W α · −→Wα
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= − e
2
16Λ2
a0 [− 2(k1 · k2)(A · A) + 2(k1 ·A)(k2 ·A)]
×[2(W+ ·W−) + (Z · Z)/ cos2 θw] , (39)
Lc = − e
2
16Λ2
ac F
µα Fµβ
−→
W β · −→Wα
= − e
2
16Λ2
ac [− (k1 · k2)AαAβ + (k1 ·A)Aαk2β
+ (k2 · A) kα1Aβ − (A · A) kα1 k2β ]
×[W−α W+β +W+α W−β + ZαZβ/cos2 θw] . (40)
where k1 and k2 are the photon momenta. Since we are interested in the anomalous
WWγγ contribution we select the corresponding part of the Lagrangian.
Second, an anomalous WWZγ vertex is obtained from the Lagrangian
Ln = − e
2
16Λ2
anǫijkW
(i)
µαW
(j)
ν W
(k)αF µν
= − e
2
16Λ2 cos θw
an (k
νAµ − kµAν)
×
(
−W−ν k+µ (Z ·W+) +W+ν k−µ (Z ·W−) + Zνk+µ (W+ ·W−)
−Zνk−µ (W+ ·W−) +W−ν W+µ (k+ · Z)−W+ν W−µ (k− · Z)
−ZνW+µ (k+ ·W−) + ZνW−µ (k− ·W+)−W+ν k0µ (Z ·W−)
+W−ν k
0
µ (Z ·W+)−W−ν Zµ (k0 ·W+) +W+ν Zµ (k0 ·W−)
)
(41)
where k, k+, k− and k0 are the momenta of the photon, W+, W− and Z0 respectively.
Let us consider first the differential cross section in the planar configuration as a
function of θγ , just as we did in the previous section, but now in the presence of non-
zero values of the three anomalous parameters a0, ac and an introduced above. From
the Lagrangian it can be seen that any anomalous contribution is linear in Eγ. Soft
photons are ‘blind’ to the anomalous couplings and therefore the zeros in the kµ → 0
limit survive. For moderate photon energies, the dips in the SM cross section will be
filled in by contributions proportional to ai and a
2
i . The higher the photon energy, the
more dramatic the effect, although of course the dips become less well defined too. In
principle, therefore, one should optimize the photon energy, to make it small enough
to maintain the zeros but at the same time large enough to gain measurable devia-
tions from the SM prediction. Since the anomalous contributions originate in the four
boson vertex in the s-channel, one can also increase the sensitivity to them by consider-
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ing only right-handed initial quarks, for which the t-channel contributions are absent.14
Figure 7: Differential cross section for the process uu¯ → W+W−γ with Eγ = 1 GeV.
The curves correspond to different values of the anomalous parameters introduced in
the text.
Fig. 7 shows the θγ dependence of the uu¯→ WWγ cross section for Eγ = 1 GeV,
for the same configuration and parameters as in Fig. 5 (see Eqs. (37,38)). The curves
correspond to different (positive) values of the anomalous parameters 15. The anoma-
lous contribution is approximately isotropic in θγ. Therefore because the dips have
different depths one gets filled in more rapidly than the other. This is evident in the
14Unfortunately in doing so one also decreases the total cross section by roughly 2 orders of magni-
tude, so again it has to be seen whether the sensitivity to new physics is in fact increased in practice.
15To make quantitative predictions the anomalous parameter Λ appearing in Eqs. (39,40,41) has
to be fixed. We choose Λ = MW ; any other choice results in a trivial rescaling of the anomalous
parameters a0, ac and an. See the discussion in [15]. The anomalous parameters can also be negative,
which leads to results similar to those in Fig. 7.
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figure, where the dip at cos θγ ∼ 0.75 is already filled in for ai ∼ O(100), whereas
the steep dip at cos θγ ∼ −0.48 is still very apparent. This shows it is advantageous
to focus on certain regions of photon phase space in order to increase the sensitivity
to the anomalous couplings. Of course, this requires very high luminosity to ensure a
large enough event rate in these regions.
5 Conclusions
We have investigated the (Type II) radiation zeros of the process qq¯ → W+W−γ →
f1f¯2f3f¯4γ. In the soft-photon limit (ΓW ≪ Eγ ≪ 1) the cross section vanishes for
certain values of the photon and W± production angles, for which analytic expressions
have been derived (Eq. (32)). For non-zero photon energies the zeros disappear, but
for energies not too large the photon angular distribution still exhibits deep dips cen-
tred on the positions of the soft-photon zeros. The subtle cancellations leading to the
zeros in the soft-photon limit still takes place, but for non-soft photons two additional
diagrams (9 and 18) have to be considered and σmin is exactly that contribution. In the
‘classic‘ process qq¯ ′ → W+γ there are no further diagrams for non-soft photons and
the zeros survive for all photon energies. Although we have concentrated on the quark
scattering process qq¯ → W+W−γ our results apply equally well to e+e− → W+W−γ
by setting Qq = −1. Note that, as for quark antiquark scattering, the zeros in the e+e−
(soft-photon) case are in the ‘visible’ regions of phase space, in contrast to those in the
analogous ‘classical’ process e+νe → W+γ. Furthermore for e+e− scattering diagram
9 (scattering via t-channel exchange) is not present and direct access to the four boson
vertex is given for non-soft photons, i.e. the four boson vertex is the only contribution
to the cross section at the position of the zeros.
We have also studied the effect of including non-zero anomalous quartic couplings.
These contributions increase with increasing photon energy and fill in the dips present
in the standard model. In principle, therefore, the vicinity of the radiation zeros is the
most sensitive part of phase space to these anomalous four boson couplings.
Our analysis has been entirely theoretical. Having established that there are re-
gions of phase space where the cross section is heavily suppressed, the next step is to
see to what extent the phenomenon persists when hadronisation, radiative corrections,
smearing, boost, detector etc. effects are taken into account, in the context, for ex-
ample, of a possible measurement at the Tevatron or LHC hadron colliders. In this
respect, a high energy, high luminosity e+e− linear collider could provide a cleaner
environment for studying WWγ production in this way.
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